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DirectToWeb (WOWODC 2007)
 
Speaker:  [0:00] Well, the next talk is going to be about Direct to Web. It's also been known as the best kept secret of the best kept secret, which is a phrase coined by Max Mueller a few years ago. The best kept secret referring to WebObjects, because it's so powerful and no one even knows it, and Direct to Web is even more powerful, and even fewer people know it. [0:28] I would like the usual show of hands before that. How many of you people have used Direct to Web? Successfully?
[laughter]
Speaker:  [0:41] Meaning...the definition being that you actually got something that the customer wanted? [laughter]
Speaker:  [0:47] OK, this is...well, how many of you people have been doing that without Project Wonder? Great. I hadn't expected that. The agenda, which might need to be...get a little bit shortened because we don't have so much time, is about I'm going to do a short introduction of what Direct to Web does, then I'm going to say a little bit about ER Direct to Web, the Direct to Web framework of Project Wonder. [1:17] Then I'm going to show you the new demo application, and then we are having the technical details section, which is going to hopefully explain to you how some of the things are done in Project Wonder. Then we have Q and A.
[1:34] First of all, what is Direct to Web? What it does, it takes your enterprise object model and from this, creates virtual pages for tasks that you specify, like you have edit or list or query, stuff like that. These pages are created by a... [coughs] ...sorry.
[2:04] It works by you specify a factory class, and this factory class gets asked for some tasks that you want to perform with a specific entity. The factory class, in turn, creates a D2W context and asks the context for various keys. One of those is a page name. To resolve this, the context consults a rule system which specifies the conditions...under which condition a rule should fire, and then return which value.
[2:37] The rule system is cached. It's based on EO qualifiers. The rule system caches all these resolvings, and it's very fast. The very thing is about...well maybe 10 percent slower than plain, normal bindings. Let me give you an example. You have the D2W context with the task list and the entity user. The page that gets displayed wants to see the display property keys for that page.
[3:05] If you have...let's assume you have two rules. One is task equals edit and entity name equals user. Then the display property keys are name, login date, and password, because you want to edit the password. Rule number two says task equals list and entity name equals user. Then the display property keys are just name and login date.
[3:24] Now, the context tries to evaluate...the rule system evaluates all these conditions with the context as the current object, and what it turns out, is because you have initialized this task list and entity user, the second rule wins, so you display property keys will be name and login date. The next time this question is asked from the same D2W context, then the same value is, without any calculation, just returned.
[3:55] What's that got to do with you? Well, it jumpstarts your application. There are a lot of predefined tasks inside Direct to Web. You don't have to write any query list edit pages. You have to manage fewer assets because you don't have to write these pages, and you don't have to write the HTML for that.
[4:13] It just gets created for you. In my opinion, both components are rather expensive thing. I don't want to waste it on pages. In particular, if you have one edit user page and one edit whatever it is in your application, because you have the Java file, you have the API file, you have the bundle, you have the three other files, which are residing in the bundle, and it's just a real hassle to deal with all that stuff.
[4:37] Moving that away and having a means not to have to create them, I think it's a very good idea. You can adapt rather fast to changes. That means if you want to add a field in your entity, someone comes up and says OK, we need the user to have the login count or whatever, so you'll just edit in your model, and it will change it in your rule model.
[5:01] Then it automatically gets updated on all the pages. You don't have to insert new table, rows, and write labels for that and make a checkbox item, or a numeric display and all that stuff, but this is all done for you. I think it just...it overall leads to a better development model, because on the one side, you have your business logic, and on the other side, you have tiny property level components.
[5:30] What Direct to Web does, it mediates the data flow between those two, and you aren't bothered with all the rest of the stuff that you normally are supposed to deal with, like page flows or...and things like that. Now why use ER Direct to Web, which is our Direct to Web extension framework? Well, it's huge, like the rest of Wonder.
[5:55] It has about 140 property level components, which deal with about...just about everything. Hopefully, I'm having time later on to show some of them. We have also 35 templates, which not only override the...implement the current tasks, like edit, list, query, query all, and all that stuff, but we have also some grouping list pages, editable list pages.
[6:22] We have Excel export, and a wizard creation page, where you can basically, let's say you want to create a complex object where you have just too much stuff going on one page, and it allows you to page through the creation, like "go on next page, go on next page, go on next page," finally save all that stuff. We have also Ajax templates in the works, which is a tiny lie. I just dabbled around with them a bit.
[6:54] But I think we will insert some Ajax stuff when I have figured out the layout of the project. We have great flow control, which is normally rather hard to do in normal DirectToWeb. Which means it specifies how you go from one page to another and what happens when you click on any links. You can easily override the actions that are available in the normal framework.
[7:25] We have very good localization, which I use. It's a very easy key value‑based system. I explained it before. Or, I hope I explained it before in the Project Wonder session. This allows you, if you have your model named in reasonable English, to basically get the English UI for free, and every other language is just a bunch of P lists, which you have the defined key value pair.
[8:00] You just walk through your app once and get a list of all keys that you need to edit, and you just translate these keys, and instantly your app gets translated into this other language. It's incredibly easy and it works great. Then we also have some stuff like user preference handling, for example, for the size of the batching display group or the sort order if you are on one list page and the user has clicked on the "sort by whatever" icon, which is on the top row of the list, then this value gets stored.
[8:33] Then the next time the user creates the page, then this sorting will get restored. But you can configure that by rules, if this is going to happen or not. We have tons of custom assignment classes, which are a little bit hard to explain until I have gotten to assignments. Also, what we do is with the ERXEC, it's‑the other way around.
[8:57] I think it's impossible to use DirectToWeb without something at least like the ERXEC. That was the editing context subclass we use. Because when you need to deal with backtracking issues, when the user gets back and resubmits a form, the editing context gets locked twice and unlocked only once, and then your app will be stuck. But we have fixed that and it just works.
[9:20] Also we have an enhancement for a rule system. There are several bugs in performance enhancement for the rule system. There are several bugs we fixed in there. Who should use DirectToWeb? Well...
[laughter]
Speaker:  [9:40] I think you thought that, but in particular, if you have a small team, that means you have just a few developers, and you don't have the manpower to create all these pages. You also need way less coding in the whole thing, because you're just writing your business logic and you're creating the rule file and you're creating a few property‑level components, and that is basically all. [10:07] The second one is if you have one large or several large or growing projects, or lots of similar projects, because the learning curve isn't to be neglected in that. It's not particularly difficult, but it really takes some mind‑bending to get inside DirectToWeb, and you will want to stay with it. You will want to practice it, otherwise you will be looking in half a year at your stuff and you can't figure out head or tails of that.
[10:38] You would need a lot of work, which is similar to where you can use DirectToWeb. Then, of course, when you want consistent layout, that means you don't want to create all of...because the HTML gets created for you, if you have like...sorry. When you have a complex project, that means if you have lots of data entry, lots of places and configurations, like you have roles, and users aren't supposed to see some values if they are not in that role, then it's very easy in DirectToWeb to create this thing.
[11:20] It's also easy in Web Objects, of course, because you can just create a page and make some conditional around some row, and say, "OK, if the user isn't some whatever, then he can't use that." But this is a bunch of work you don't have to do.
[11:34] With this here, you basically are defining a rule. If session.user.isadmin, then the display property keys are some additional values. Otherwise they are just unrestricted type. There are other ways to restrict things too, but I'm not getting into that.
[11:51] Or if you need adaptability, that means if you have a high level of change, like you're just starting out with something and just trying to figure out some idea of what you actually want to do, then this is perfect for you, because you don't have to sit down and actually think everything through. But you can sit there with the customer and he says something like, "I thought I was looking for this thing over there," and then just go in there and define a few properties, and then he saves the page updated with these new values.
[12:20] Or maybe you don't because you want to have this more value than just one guy sitting there and making a change and creating incredibly complex applications, depending on what you want to do. Who's using this stuff? Well, originally, the best example, which was on the WWDC in 2001, when the beginnings of Project Wonder were open source, there was a company called Net Structure.
[12:48] Net Structure supplied corporate real estate management, and this must have been an incredibly complex process. Their model had something like 200 entities, and they had about 1,200 of these virtual pages in their application. It was really, really, really complex, but they did the whole thing with six developers and they were adding features like whatnot.
[13:11] They made a comparison with their next competitor, which was using some JSP‑like solutions, and they had 35 people. They didn't even have half the features. Of course it did help that Patrice Gautier was there, because he was the guy who invented DirectToWeb.
[laughter]
Speaker:  [13:29] These guys are now at some unknown company, which we probably will see at the developer conference tomorrow. [laughter]
Speaker:  [13:39] Of course Logic United, the guys I'm working with, we are making a content brokerage system, which is, you have people that supply some form of content, and you have other people who supply the space where this content is going to get displayed, and then you have a bunch of logic between that too to map between these two. [14:01] We have accounting things and all that stuff. It's rather complex. It has about 120 entities, and about 300 virtual pages, and I'm maintaining that just on the side. I'm not doing any large work on this, because it basically wrote itself in a matter of about six weeks.
Then [indecipherable 14: [14:20] 21] , which is a pet project of mine I inherited from David Taron, it's an asset management system. It has about 100 entities and about 150 pages. These are all medium to large projects, depending on whatever you are used to. But recently, like two weeks ago, there was a post on the Web Objects list from these guys in Russia, Design Maximum, which I was mentioning earlier.
Their DirectToWeb application looks like this. It is nothing like the normal back‑end [indecipherable 14: [14:50] 55] thing that you see. It's basically a competitor to the iTunes store. They can browse around and check out music and albums and define playlists and stuff like that.
[15:14] This, for example, is a Select page, where you have "select all" and "buy selected." As you see, it has to look nothing like the normal display thing that you get from just starting DirectToWeb with the, whatever it is, neutral look or something like that. Of course you have to heavily customize your templates to get this kind of look, and of course you would want to look for professional help and not try to do it yourself.
[15:45] This is another one here. To help with that, and I see that it is hard to get into DirectToWeb, and it's hard to explain the concepts. I created, over the last few weeks, a demo. This is the original backtracker demo, which has been in Project Wonder since, I think, the Dot .9 release. It's just some simple thing where you can enter box, enter requirements, assign them some state.
It's no [indecipherable 16: [16:25] 25] . It had functioning business logic, and I'm needing to work on the workflow. But it's totally functional. It has user access control via roles and can send emails with reports and stuff like that. I recently added some mail fetcher in there. Frankly this thing has gotten a little bit out of hand.
[laughter]
Speaker:  [16:47] In recent days, I added basically every framework that Wonder has, into that. There is the reporting framework, the capture framework, the plotting framework, the rest framework from Mike, and I don't even remember...oh, the XL generator framework, the XL look. Maybe a few others, I don't know. [17:11] These Russian guys who have added the Selenium framework also added functional testing here. The idea of the whole thing is that Wonder has sometimes, not always, but sometimes a high change rate. That means there is some crazy guy neglecting sleep, typing all along the night and making like 5,000 CVS commits.
[laughter]
Speaker:  [17:42] To prevent your code from breaking the next day, we will flesh out the backtracker demo somewhat, do functional testing on it, and doing it with the recent check‑out of CVS, or recent check‑in. This is not totally figured out. But then at the very least you will have some clue what to watch out for, or we will have some clue what we need to revert. [18:09] The backtracker demo isn't particularly large. It has about 15 entities. I think I reduced it a little bit because I was switching out shared classes with the constant class. It has like 50 pages. It's heavily styled by CSS, not with the normal DirectToWeb templates, which were rather neglected before.
[18:30] Now, Wonder has two sets of...I'll be doing that later on. The entire user interface, now this is like two weeks ago or so, the entire user interface has about 800 lines of code. It has 11 pages and just a few property‑level and support components. This is now a bit outdated, because we added reporting. We added, for example, the XL look, or the XL output we just got for free, we didn't have to do anything for that.
[19:03] The whole thing was not done in one week, but was done in, I think it was, two and a half weeks. I would have been working full time. Let me proudly present the BackTracker application. This is not the BackTracking application. Oh, shit, I can't show the next slide, so everyone has to close his eyes.
[laughter]
Speaker:  [19:27] This is normal DirectToWeb application when you simply drop in your model. You have the navigation, which is based on the concept that you select an entity and then you select some action there, like "search" or "new." You have the content page where some stuff gets displayed. [19:46] Also, you have these generic records of generic headers, which are images and can be localized by providing another image, provided that you can find out which font that actually is. Everyone close his eyes. This is the new BackTracking application, in particular the home page. What we have here is a functional header, which tries to group all of the stuff that it's doing into some sections. Then having a sub‑navigation, which you can see here was shown on the next slide.
[20:24] Also, you have on the home page on this navigation some quick query for a back number and some greeting, with a "log me out" if I am not this one, this user. We have a section of several what you would make in a portal application, the things that are extremely interesting for the user when he is logged in the first time, like the amount of backs that are assigned to him, all his unwritten items, all his test cases assigned, stuff like that. Here's a close‑up of the navigation.
[21:06] ERXEC navigation normally supports a three‑level navigation. That means you have a top group of items and you have a second group, which is switched out depending on the top items selected. BackTracker only has two at the moment. That may or may not change.
[21:24] You have access control. The whole thing is specified by one property list, where you define all of that stuff. It's also localizable, which didn't happen here for the screen shot, but it is. You can easily define which menus this guy sees, by just editing the property list and saying, "session.admin sees this stuff, but session.plain user sees something else."
[21:48] You also have activities, which are these tiny stars here. The activities are based on the idea that they are...Because you may have extremely complex navigation, or a lot of menu items. This is bubbling up interesting things into the users UI.
[22:09] That means if this guy has unread box, and the list recent box item is highlighted, because the list recent box item is...it should have been the unread box item...is highlighted, then also the box item itself is highlighted. He can easily see when he logs in that the box is now interesting for me, click on that and see which menu items is interesting for him. The whole thing is style‑able by CSS, so you don't even need to expand it.
Here's a query page. There's a bunch of stuff in here. This is a query page with an embedded result list. You have the query on the left side, and the box that makes up the result on the right side. What we have is also sections in the query, where you can click on and these things collapse. I mean I just took the idea from [indecipherable 23: [22:39] 03] , was basically a rip‑off.
[23:10] What you also have is this one. This is a controller button, and what it is is one class that gets assigned to your page, and it defines the action that you can do with some object that is currently in the D2W context. You can make access restrictions on this thing using reflections to find out what actions you can do with it. It's really cool.
[23:39] We have text editors which are editable on the fly if you are in some special mode. Here's for example an edit page. What we have here is again the...whoops...the sections. What we also have is when you change a value, just an example, when you change the value the background color changes.
[24:06] I picked up that idea from a friend of mine. I thought it would be a nice addition. This addition took basically no effort because all these pages don't really exist, so you just edit once in your edit page, or once in whatever template you're doing in your edit, and all your pages support this automatically.
[24:29] We also have recently added the custom component, which can edit HTML. It's based on tiny MCI, I think some are familiar with that, It's cool because it can copy and paste tables and stuff. It also works on Windows and Internet Explorer. In particular, someone else is figuring out the Java's quick complexities that are made up with that. I thought it was a cool addition.
[24:59] The buttons we have here...are there some missing? The buttons are button text. This is not the input type equals button, but the button text. You can't normally use these things with Internet Explorer but the ERXEC submit button deals with the intricacies to get this thing inside of the runtime and it also works on Internet Explorer.
[25:28] These things are fully style‑able even in Safari where these screen shots were taken. It's nice. Normally you would need to do this via diffs and spans and JavaScript actions and stuff like that.
[25:45] Not everything goes well for a user. This is just pressing save here. When the title is left out we notice that first we have this tiny change marker. This is on all pages and gets displayed when an editing context has changes.
[26:04] You can switch it out with your own version. If you don't like it you just remove it via CSS. But I think it's pretty useful. We also have these localized components. This is a German version. This is notable, it uses the display key for the edit field.
[26:25] If I would have renamed on this particular edit page to something else then the key that would get displayed would also reflect this change. This is an EOF template based rule thingy, validation thing that gets automatically localized. You don't have to worry about it. It's just working great.
[26:46] We have the...oh, I'm always one slide...I'm sorry. We have the title field highlighted so the user can easily find the arrow. We have the original value of the arrow. If the user, for example, deleted the title, then the deleted title would stay inside of the object which is particularly nice if the user has made large scale changes like editing some comment like that. Then it's coming back from the validation and it all gets nulled out. It's just not user friendly.
[27:25] Here's a grouping list page. It's also the query on the left side and then the grouped list on the right side. Then you have page level actions on the top. It's grouped by whatever key you need to define. In this part it's just an overview to find out what box gets fixed and what's released and what not.
[27:54] There is a bunch more stuff, like we added data reporting, chart reports, Java mail, unit testing and selenium testing and a host of other things. The core idea is that Backtracker is a pretty decent application and has no UI code to mention. How do we transform this one into this one? I hope we're not running out of time. I'm trying to explain how you control flow.
[28:30] That means how you create business process like entry points and buttons where the user can click on and start some process like, for example, selecting some stuff. How you're doing the localization, how templates are created and built inside of Wonder, and how you should do that yourself.
[28:49] How to enter a lot of property level components, probably how to create them yourself but I'm really not confident we can actually make it. Controlling flow. If you ever created a standard DirectToWeb application you may have noticed the problem that this thing is database centric, very generic, and doesn't do what you actually need to do with some objects.
[29:21] It did almost everything you needed to do, but you needed to also create some entry point where the user can just click on and start some action and it just couldn't figure it out. Sorry.
[silence 29:37 to 29:43]
Speaker:  [29:44] What's on this? Yeah? [silence 29:45 to 29:50]
Speaker:  [29:50] I'm sorry. It has been a long day. Oh, I see. The first thing is creating entry points. You would be using ERXEC navigation which I already explained about the property things. You have to look inside the documentation and have to look at the example provided to find out how it's going to be specified. [30:12] It's very easy to use. It's just a bunch of key value pairs inside of a property list. To jump between pages or to start processes, if you're on the page the navigation is basically for the wrap‑around. When you're on a page you have action buttons and subclasses.
[30:35] That means you have the inspect button subclass, the delete button subclass, an embedded delete button, whatever. We have quite a lot of them. We also have an action bar which is taking the next page delegate for those who are familiar with normal DirectToWeb programming.
[30:56] The flow between pages gets defined by a next page delegator. The next page delegator is just an interface that has one method. This method gets fed the current component which had received some action and then has to return a component where it should go based on the next action.
[31:19] What we have is super classes for this delegate that works via reflection and turns method names into clickable actions. If you are creating a next page delegate of that class and putting it on...oh, shit. Exactly this one. If you are plugging it into the system via some custom assignment classes, like the ERD Delayed Object Creation assignment, then you can do stuff like, if entity name equals back, than the next page delegate or the page controller is some sub‑class of what you want to use.
[32:04] In this sub‑class you can define...let me show it on an example...you can define some methods right below. Like for example, resource box, reopen box or reject back. You can define either in code or in the rule system, which actions should be displayed.
[32:28] What you will get is a bar of actions, or a list of actions, and you can specify via the rules, which actions are going to get shown on one particular part as well. It's this drop down thing there. For example, in this particular example, if the box state is not analyzed, then the box can't be deleted. If the box state is not closed, then it can't be reopened for example.
[32:55] If the box is closed, then it can't be resolved because it's already done, and it can't be edited. You can easily do some...sorry. Oh, yeah, this one. This would look something like this. For the localization you don't have to do much because all the UF validations are transformed for you automatically.
[33:32] English is for free, as I mentioned before. Your other languages are under language name dot L pro dot localizable strengths. You are doing some simple transformation by some attribute in English into some value of your target language.
[33:50] We also do have support for creating plurals, which may or may not work depending on the language that you have actually chosen. But you can create these templates for the validation exception. You have basically every means to create fully specified validation exception, but then they wouldn't be a template base. It would have to create quite a lot of keys for that.
[34:17] Also with recent edition, previously it was like...In previous versions, like five weeks ago or so, the English name...we would generate for some display key, the English plain text key, and the localizer would get asked this key and would return the value. But it turns out that it would create quite a lot of duplicates, and it's hard to get name spacing into that.
[34:46] What we did change is we have property key dot name of the property, equals some value even in English. This is also generated on the fly for you without having to think about it in English. It's easier to get name spacing into that.
[35:06] If you want to find out how this is working, check out the ERDD default display name assignment, which handles all of that. If you have special need for that, just do it yourself. Just override some methods there, and it's done.
[35:23] The real work inside of DirectToWeb is done by two parts. The one part is the page template, which is normally one special type of template for one special talk. Like for example there's an inspect page, there's an inspect page template. There's a list page template, there's a query page template, query all page template, and so on.
[35:51] We have two different sets of these. We have the ER neutral look which is a lot like the normal neutral look that comes with plain web object, but with some additional stuff of project wonder. Like for example, the creation wizard is in there. But recently I have fixed all the original templates inside the ER direct web frame work, to be more neater. To have like, for example, the support for the sections, to be fully style able via CSS and so on.
[36:23] We should get a great out of the box experience, of course provided you are handing it over some reasonable CSS. How it should look like. Check out the backtracker application, and then you will see how the CSS is supposed to look like.
[36:41] It's pretty easy. What you should do, definitely is use your own look frameworks. You would do this by just copying over one of ours into your own private stuff. Because you wouldn't want us to change the HTML and have large scale changes inside of your application. You would just create duplicates of whatever task pages we have. It's currently about 35, but you don't need all of them because of whatever, you don't need CVS export and stuff like that.
[37:14] That's a tiny helper pearl script, which is terrible to read. It's a template create, and you can define if you want to clone the pages from the ER neutral look or the ER director web framework. Just check out the comments on the header alter file and run it, and it will create one eclipse of framework for you, complete with a rule set to install these things. You just have to link in your framework and, well that's basically all.
[37:46] The...well we had that. Yeah, the new ERD2W templates, well they have a new page layout. It's more reasonable then the one that comes in the standard frameworks. Normally these pages contain all the web object‑ese stuff that is needed to, for example, render the table that gets displayed.
What I've been doing with this stuff is basically you define a header, which you can switch put by your own stuff. Then you have some actions on the top and on the bottom, depending on where you want to put that stuff. You just either shut them out via CSS, or switch it out yourself. Between that there's a repetition. This repetition is in turn sub‑class, it's in turn its own [indecipherable 38: [38:15] 39] component, and you can easily switch that out.
[38:42] The core idea of this thing is that either you would like to have a new page that does something different, or you have to have some special layout changes. But you can easily just recreate the repetition, or switch out the repetition that gets displayed, or just create the repping page class. You don't have to redo all the HTML which is needed, or you don't have to try to get it into the whole page flow.
[39:16] Well what I said before, it's a volatile copy of targets, so copy it. This is the header which is in the Backtracker example. It's got some nice features in there, it's just trying to give you some ideas of things that you probably would like to do. What it has is some mini content management system in there that's fully localized.
[39:40] The tiny plus sign before the header, you can click on that, and then you see help text, which is part of the ER core business logic gets created for you. You can supply your own text in there. Then the next time the user accesses, the page is going to not use the default from your localizer or from the root system, but it's going to use the entry in the database. You can put all this documentation stuff just to someone else, and he just has to click on some items and he can write you...on this page you can do whatever.
[40:24] What I said before, repetitions are based on the example that this HTML is rather expensive to write. The pages are very complicated, and particularly when they are sectioned. They have a lot of interesting stuff in there, like for example, here we have...On this side here, on the top row we have two sections. On the first section we have a call span of two, but only for two rows. The next row has a call span of one.
[41:02] We can define this entire thing via rules. Then we have again a call span of two, and the next one also has a call span of one. You can easily rearrange whatever you have on your pages. This is supported in the ER DirectToWeb templates, not in the ER neutral look.
[41:25] For how this is done, it's basically just...I mean these are the display property keys. The normal braces...is it braces, brackets, brackets?
Man 1:  [41:35] Brackets.
Speaker:  [41:37] Brackets. The normal brackets around a string means this defines a section. Then you define some property keys and you define another section and then you run out of keys you want to define. What you will do is you say use label take out equals true, and this will switch the...edit the inspect repetition into this mode where it really considers the call span attribute. [42:06] You define some rules for if entity, or if entity name equals back, and property key equals subject, then call span equals true. Then the next one for text description, and the next one for owner. For comments here we had, this is an embedded list.
[42:30] Comments is a relationship, and this one gets embedded inside of this edit page. As you see we don't have the label displayed here, so what you do to not get the label display to define high property name equals true. We have action buttons and sub classes for all the normal things.
[43:04] These are on the left and on the right side of your list repetitions. They is another definable keys for actions that you can actually do with the object. Like for example, in DirectToWeb you have this inspect or edit icon, and on the other side you have the delete icon. With the Wonder templates, you can define on which side they are and how they are configured, "Are they on the top, and on the button" and all that stuff.
[43:28] Or if it's for example, a select thing like a radio or a check box, and you can define next page configuration names on that. That means you cannot just create an inspect page, but you can define which inspect page, or which kind of inspect page is going to get displayed. Like you can, the next page is you're not going to the edit back page, but edit back to close it, for example.
[44:04] Then on this page you just have a tiny set of property keys, as opposed to the normal ones. There's also the ERD action bar, which I mentioned before, which takes the delegate which is assigned to the page, uses some reflections on that, then creates a bar of a repetition of actions that you can perform with the object. You have the ERD controller button, which is a thing you have seen before, which is using reflections also to create the options you have there.
[44:34] This one can be styled either like this, or you can style it in some lists, some hyper‑links, just in a flow. We have tons and tons of property level components for relationship handling, date handling, strings, lists. Naming is important here. We have ERD something component.
[45:05] These things can be used outside of a DirectToWeb page, but not outside of a DirectToWeb context. What they normally take is they take object and key as binding, and then you can define an additional findings depending on what components you have. Sorry. We have about 140 of those things all in all. Particularly useful is the ERD2W to one, and to many relationships.
[45:45] We have query to one, we have edit to one, we have...What you can do with them is you can, for example, give a restricting key on the items that are going to get displayed. Like for example, you have access control, and this set of users is just going to see his choices for whatever websites you are going to, to enter or whatever.
[46:09] Then you can define the key pass for that. You normally would define this key pass of the session, where you would say have a method that would return all choices available for the user. This thing also can like the normal ERX to one, or to many relationship, can deal with plain old Java objects and the ERX constants. You don't have to do anything for that.
[46:31] Also what it does, it shows values that are assigned, but are not in the list of objects. This is useful if the number of visible items for this user has changed and he's actually only, it's possible for him not to select this thing, but he has selected it in the past so it gets put on the end of the area to display and placed in some angled brackets.
[46:57] Here we have the...one can basically almost not see it...what we have here is editing a subscription. Down below is the subscription detail edit. The detail is an object of the normal subscription, and this is just another example for an embedded component. This detail is not defined by key passes of the main object, but the entire lower part is another component where you can edit the detail item.
Also we have a list display which you have seen before. This is an example of a relationship. This relationship is in line editable in a normal edit page. You can also define which list configuration to use there. That means you can specify the display property keys and you can specify that whatever the user can edit some fields or can get [indecipherable 47: [47:31] 56] , things like that.
[47:58] Also pretty nice is the ERD edit to many relationship. This is good for owned relationships where you have a bunch of items that belong to one object and you can create a bunch of them. Tiny slots of these things will get displayed inside of the user interface, and the user can fill out, like for example he can create five of these items, and can fill out five of them. It's in‑line editable.
[48:34] Not everything will be working out well for you. I can almost promise you. It's very difficult to make backtracking, to track down backs in DirectToWeb. What we did, we edited some stuff for you to make it easier. We have lock for J support, which is very nice. For example we...can you read that?
[49:11] When an exception happens, we are putting this exception off to ERXEC application to create some more specific information about what state the application's currently in. In this state there is the current component hierarchy. Like for example, you're currently on the list page, inside the page wrapper, which is inside the header ,which is inside some other component, whatever.
[49:37] You also get the D2W page configuration that gets displayed, the displayed property keys, the current property keys if available. Other things...what you also get is you can configure lock for J in run time, and we mentioned this before in the Project Wonder talk. Where you can easily add keys for the rule system.
[50:07] Like for example, the display property keys and it generates some lock for J configuration for you. You can define if you want to get an info or debug message or whatever, if this rule either fires or in some events if something is happening in the rule system. This is all configurable on the fly.
[50:27] There's some disclosure sayings down there, which emits the current lock for J configuration for copying inside, for example a web objects property file or your launch configuration of Eclipse, or stuff like that. What we also have is we can show you what is actually in an editing context when it's displayed. You can click on the ERD2W flex thing, which I hopefully can show you later on.
[51:03] It tells you the page editing contest, complete with the hash code. If you click on the "show," then a window goes up and you see all the inserted, updated, deleted, or the registered object. You can open the disclosures thing, and then you get a list of all these objects and you can click on the tiny back or spider mark in there. Then it's opening another DirectToWeb page where you can inspect that object.
[51:32] This is quite useful because it's not so easy to actually do this inside of the Eclipse debugger because there is no real page in there where you can actually set a break point. You would like to have some other means to get at the values for the current object. What we also have is another option where you have the...where near the display property keys you have tiny question marks.
[52:01] If you roll over these questions marks then you get a tiny fly over that tells you the virtual bindings which are currently in force with the property component that is displayed inside of this column or this row of the table. These bindings use the same file as the D2W assistant, which is the thing you normally...you probably all see in for configuring D2W applications where it can have click‑y interface and say, like, I don't like this property key, and I'm moving that over there.
[52:39] This one is configured by a P‑List file, and we use the same P‑List file to generate a visible view of the bindings here. You would like to use that. We are not doing that. For raise others, we have support for the ERX batching display play group, this is just the flag you set off the...in the root system, where you have, like, whatever, if your entity is back, and the user can fetch, like, 5,000 backs.
[53:13] You want...would want to use the batching display group or you want to configure the fetch configuration also via rule to just return the first whatever it is, 100 of them. We have user preferences of...I mentioned it before, for the sorting and the batching display. But you can easily extend the system, for example, for the chosen localizer or whatever it is that you store as preferences. We have also nice extensions to the pick page and the list page.
[53:45] The list page will in the future get some tab mode, where you can, just like the tab inspect page, also have a tabbing list page, where you can check out which page configuration...or which set of property keys will get displayed right below you. We have the grouping page, which...which...of which we have seen the example. I am totally amazed that we are done, and we really made it on time, but it was, well...so thanks for listening.
Man 2:  [54:21] Thank you.
Speaker:  [54:24] Any questions? [laughter]
Speaker:  [54:29] I mean, it was...it was really hard also putting together the Backtacker example, because I was trying to figure out some balance between showing off stuff that makes sense in Backtracker, and showing off stuff that you can do with the framework. It...I am prepared to answer questions on the mailing list on why this thing is done in this way and not some other way, but you really have to check out the example to make at least half part head or tails from that.
Man 3:  [55:01] You...and I downloaded the backtracker app for about two weeks. I've seen progress. There were...there were some configuration things in Eclipse about launching [indecipherable 55:11] . Perhaps you can elaborate on that as to why do you...what you did with it, because we had...it was amazing that so many [indecipherable 55:20] who created databases where they need to fill them with values and whatever...
Speaker:  [55:26] Yeah, this was quite, quite neat. To create a set of reasonable data, and then you can either manually create some example box in there or you can use the ERXEC ipsum lorem creator, or whatever it's called, and on startup, we are using the...there are two launching modes in there. The one is you just start the application, and if you already have a database, you can whatever, do whatever it does, edit box and things like that. [56:01] If you don't have that, there's another launching mode which uses the ERXEC main runner, and it creates the database and populates it with some example data. You can get up and running without any effort on that. I originally tried to do this inside of the entity modeler, but I mean, this thing just can't work because we are doing so much stuff during runtime with the model that you have to have a real application context in which to run it.
[56:33] This solution about...with the ERXEC main runner was picked out, and it what it does is it just...it loads your model and creates all the calls to your normal factory classes and asks them for the create statement for whatever entities, and executes each statement, and then populates it with example data. Actually, this whole thing makes great reference of best uses inside of Project Wonder. In particular, with the EOF, there's...the whole thing uses constants, and it uses class patterns.
[57:05] It uses EO generator with all these generated interface key, and then all...a list of all your upper key property keys, so you don't have strings floating around in your application. We have a factory class example. The whole navigation system is really something to look at, how it's done.
Man 4:  [57:26] Does it matter which database you use?
Speaker:  [57:28] Well, it shouldn't. It runs with Postgre. It did run with MySQL, but I got so fed up with this thing, so, I wouldn't help anyone if he came to me asked me about it. [laughter]
Man 5:  [57:39] It will run with Frontbase, I know, it...
Man 4:  [57:41] Does it? OK.
Man 5:  [57:43] Yeah. [indecipherable 57:41] What your point...that thingy with that launcher, works for anybody, that's not just a bug tracker?
Speaker:  [57:47] The ERXEC main runner? Yeah, sure. That's a class just in Project Wonder. It just leverages it.
Man 5:  [57:53] If you want to use table creation thing in your own apps, just look at the way that that performs...
Speaker:  [57:58] Yeah, look at the Backtracker also has an example on how to use some parts of Project Wonder. I mean, probably, I don't know how much time we have, but I don't think we don't have any...five minutes? Well, it's not worth it. I could show off the project, but just go on exploring it yourself. It uses reporting. It does use the plotting framework, and it does a bunch of cool things, really. Just check it out.
Man 6:  [58:25] What are the different stages for integration, for integrate to a directorial application too, and via direct application?
Man 5:  [58:37] What was the question? Can you repeat his question?
Speaker:  [58:41] It depends on how much configuration stuff you have done so far. Probably nothing. Probably quite a lot. I mean, you don't have to use...you don't have to use our templates. You can easily use your own. If you are just interested in the...in the fixes of the rule system, then basically just link your DirectToWeb, and you should be done. [59:04] Probably, there are some in the...these rules have a priority assigned, and we are trying to stay with most of the rules under whatever it is. I think it's about 50 or so. If you assign a higher priority to your rules, they get priority anyway, so any changes you make would...
[cuts off]
[59:19]
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